


Basilica Art House is often described to be the

napoleon of all art houses. We’re known for revealing

art pieces that are esoteric and noetic in nature. It’s

our belief that the true work of art is but a shadow of

divine perfection. Stemming from a history of Private

Fine Art Dealings, the Founders started Basilica Art

House in 2020. We also take peculiar interests in AI,

Machine Learning, and Blockchain for developing

artworks and system designs for the comprehensive

evolution of the industry and Art Experiential

Concepts (AEC).

We select artworks that act as the

reflecting mirror of the divine depths

and bring inner revolution by taking

the observer through a mental and

spiritual journey.



OUR OFFERINGS.



Basilica offers a platform for online sales of works of art and rare artifices,

as well as a place to discover art from selected artists around the world

thereby opening up to new artistic horizons. Basilica will be featuring the

world’s leading and emerging artists, galleries, museum collections,

foundations, artist estates, art fairs, and benefit auctions, all in one place.

Although, the platform is open for all the artworks put forward by

interested artists; Basilica carefully analyses each and every artwork;

aside from the basic due diligence we want to make sure that art pieces

put forward by artists are divine and are complicated with a deeper

meaning. Most of the art forms on the platform are unique works of rare

breeds of new artists that have something impactful to offer.



Our concept of Artmmercial is all about commercializing art.

Commercial art is the art that is created for commercial purposes

to promote services, products, and ideas to viewers. In the process

of creating commercial art, an audience is taken into

consideration when designing and/or forming the goods that are

being advertised/promoted. By commissioning partnered artists

we help modern companies get the true taste of art in their

promotional activities.



Art Experiential Concepts (AEC). Technology is redefining art in

strange ways. Works are created by people moving through laser

beams or from data gathered on air pollution. Basilica Art House’s

AEC initiative is two-fold:

1) New and unique ways of art creation and

2) Experiencing the created art in a modern and more efficient style.

To be the most innovative in the art-tech industry, we ideate and

execute new ideas quite often; our recent product under ideation is

to bring a product to the market that lets your home walls fixated

with digital artworks that change as per your mood and brings about

improvements in psychological stimulation.



Basilica Art House offers services that help interested individuals and corporations to be the modern-

day Medicis. From commissioning artists to art valuation, art funds, advisory, and much more. 



WORKING WITH US.



Basilica Art House is one of the

fastest emerging art entity in the

world; bringing together artists,

collectors, dealers, galleries, and

resellers onto a single powerful

online platform. With a state-of-the-

art user experience and a leading-

edge art portal backed by some

amazing analytics and data, We are

changing the way art is promoted in

India and the world.



Basilica Art House has wide

networks and Global partnerships

with famous brands and leading

companies. As per the requirement

of the client, we assign artists to the

task of giving creative directions.



We promote our partners. Basilica

Art House promotes the work of its

artists, galleries, and resellers, in

many different ways, including

online and social marketing. We do

our best to ensure that all your works

are showcased to the growing online

audience, and build traffic and

conversions for you.



We build careers. We believe that the

promotion of art is important to the

growth of artists and their careers.

Basilica Art House, through its

showcasing of emerging and mid-

career artists, aims to build the careers

of all artists we work with. We work

with many different entities in the art

world, and try and connect artists with

not just collectors, but also dealers,

critics, writers, and galleries to promote

their art.



We offer no upfront fees, our

auctions are secured, and best of all,

you keep your artwork until it’s sold.



Our team of curators and art

appraisal specialists along with the

use of insights from market data will

keep you in check with the

estimated levels of pricing at which

your art should be sold.



ART TYPES & SELECTION PROCESS



We believe that the digital space is an invaluable tool for bringing

transparency and equity to the art market. We provide artists with

the tools that enable them to independently manage the sale of

their works. Our team is working around the clock, committing its

energy to promote partnered artists to a global audience.

In showcasing artists around the world, we also hope to allow art

lovers and collectors alike to explore new artistic horizons, embrace

new cultures, and be inspired by the works of talented artists that

they never would have come across if it wasn't for Basilica Art House.



PAINTINGS PHOTOGRAPHS STAMPS DIGITAL ART

We accept various artwork types also including unique artifacts and antiques. Works on paper,

paintings, and photographs are among the most popular mediums we feature.



Recipients of noteworthy national and international prizes.

Selection for prestigious artist residencies.

Exhibition experience in international museums and/or prestigious

national institutions.

Auction sales.

Published books, monographs, and features in leading art publications.

We select artists with national recognition and global potential. Most

importantly, we look for full-time professional artists who have established

careers and consistently participate in various national and international

exhibitions.

Some additional attributes we look for among our community of

distinguished artists include:



Though not all of these achievements are necessarily required to be

accepted by Basilica Art House, they are of course a huge advantage and

highly valued by our selection team.

We place great importance on professional experiences and thus only work

with professional artists. For this reason, a comprehensive, up-to-date CV

and portfolio are significant to include in your application as it helps us

reach a decision faster.



Our passion for “art with a meaning” is the most important consideration

made by our selection team.  Art is an expression of our thoughts, emotions,

intuitions, and desires, but it is even more personal than that: it’s about

sharing the way we experience the world, which for many is an extension of

the personality. It is the communication of intimate concepts that cannot

be faithfully portrayed by words alone and because words alone are not

enough, we must find some other vehicle to carry our intent. The content

that we instill on or in our chosen media is not in itself the art. Art is to be

found in how the media is used, the way in which the content is expressed.

As an Art House, we want to make sure that we promote art that stands out

and impacts conscious and subconscious elements of the observers. We

understand that “meaning” can be highly subjective, nonetheless, we have

a system in place that assists us in making this decision. 



Valuation is one of the most critical points when offering

investment products in works of art. How can the

investor/buyer trust the performance announced when

there is transparency in the pricing mechanism? We use

means of qualitative and quantitative functions to reach a

conclusion. Key valuation factors include Artist, Cultural

Significance, Uniqueness, Meaning, Wall Power,

Recognizability, Comparables, Market Data, Demand,

Liquidity, Quality, and Authenticity. 

In addition, we have a team of dedicated appraisers and

experts who review the art and help determine its value.



PARTNERSHIP STRUCTURE



REGISTER YOUR

INTEREST &

SCHEDULE A

CALL.

ON SALE,

COMPLETE

LOGISTICS

PROCEDURE.

IF APPROVED,

COMPLETE

COMMERCIAL

DETAILS.

GET YOUR ART

EVALUATED.

YOUR ART IS

FEATURED.




